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THE ELKIN TRIBUNE, ELKIN. NORTH CAROLINA

A Grand Gift for the Home
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§M SSfa What a joyous Christmas Kelvinator can make.
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I vant? It means better cooked foods for you, too. Our 1938 Special OfferIt means more leisure for mother. Decide this f# f f
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Give gifts that will give constant aid; gifts that can be used repeatedly
24 Easy MonlUy and that willgive the double joy of modern efficiency and useful-

Payments ness. Give electrical gifts, because they are the gifts that can be used,
and re-used, year after year 9 renewing pleasure many Christmases
after you give them.
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, and then watch the rest of the fam- IT"
/ wouldn t she appreciate this saen-

Two-Slice Universal toaster, jjy | ŝe Heats three Quarts of L Here's an electric percolator you would tiiically built, easy to use, Univer-
serves hot, crispy toast right water in ten minutes. Ideal for (W9M) Floor Le«p be proud to have right on the table, sal? It's chromium finished, guar-
at the table. Saves time and dishes, shaving water and baby's 1 le*elt of U- and coffee made the electric way is anteed and balanced to take a mini-
steps. Its economical to use too. bath. lumiaation t"f«< truly delicious. A fast "perker" and mum amount of energy.
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How good waffles would taste these cold mornings made the ' **WOWTHLT
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electric way. Here's a gift that the whole family could a qj- ' v <

enjoy?and good waffles served crisp and hot right at the fXI«9D
chromium finish, with heat indicator....
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v $3.75 Cash, $2.80 Per Month .
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